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ABOUT THE PROJECT

The Immunization Partnership
The mission of The Immunization Partnership (TIP) is to eradicate vaccine-preventable 

diseases by educating the community, advocating evidence-based public policy, and 

promoting immunization best practices. To achieve and sustain high immunization rates, TIP 

has three focus areas:  education, advocacy, and the support of immnization best practices. 

Together, these three areas address both the root cause of low immunization rates and 

the far-reaching policy issues that impact immunization rates in Texas. TIP has extensive 

experience statewide in forming and consulting with immunization coalitions, facilitating 

stakeholder meetings, assisting community organizations in becoming nonprofits, seeking 

community funding to support nonprofit operations, developing educational materials about 

immunizations, and fostering strong media relationships.  

For more information, please visit www.immunizeUSA.org.

The Texas Department of State Health Services Coalition Capacity Building  
Project and Toolkit
In fall 2011, The Immunization Partnership was awarded a grant from the Texas Department 

of State Health Services (DSHS) to provide immunization stakeholders and coalitions with the 

tools and resources to establish and sustain effective coalitions. To develop the “toolkit,” The 

Immunization Partnership conducted on-site capacity building assessments with three 

coalitions from different geographic regions in Texas and in-depth interviews with coalition 

members. In writing the toolkit, we also relied on our extensive professional experience and 

expertise in forming and sustaining coalitions, and conducted a thorough literature review. The 

toolkit incorporates findings from the coalition site assessments and interviews, DSHS-

developed resources, relevant science, immunization best-practice models, and tools pertinent 

to coalitions’ organizational and programmatic needs. The toolkit includes:

 

     and public health.

The goal of this toolkit is to assist immunization stakeholders in building the capacity of 

coalitions to which they belong or coalitions that they are creating. It provides tools, 

descriptions and examples of processes, helpful hints, and available resources. The toolkit 

should help you to start thinking about and planning each step of the capacity-building process. 

Coalition members or other immunization stakeholders will have the experience to complete 

many steps for building the capacity of their coalitions. Some steps may require the expertise of 

other professionals. The toolkit is organized to guide users through a step-by-step process, but 

users are encouraged to treat each section independently and move around the text as needed.  
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Strategic Planning: What Is It and Why Is It Important?
A strategic plan is a roadmap that describes how your organization is going to carry out its 

chosen strategy or direction. A strategic plan should include several elements:

 

Strategic plans can be important tools for planning, promoting, and implementing 

immunization events and building the capacity of your coalition. They provide focus and 

direction to help move from planning to action and outcomes. While many organizations 

can complete a strategic planning process without assistance, most benefit from outside 

facilitation and consultation. Facilitators can help coalitions identify appropriate objectives 

that are achievable for existing and projected resources. Strategic plans should always be 

concisely summarized. Too often, the traditional 20- to 100-page strategic planning docu-

ment gathers dust as people find the documents too cumbersome to use. Effective strategic 

plans are useful and valuable tools for making decisions, allocating resources, and maintain-

ing organizational vitality. Here are some guidelines to follow when developing a strategic 

plan:

Top Ten List of Nonprofit Success Factors
10.  Mission, Vision, Strategies and Goals

9.  Board of Directors
8.  Bylaws, Job Descriptions

7.  Membership Retention
6.  Incorporation 

5.  Fund Development
4.  Meeting Structure

3.  Committee Structure
2.  Strategic Plan/Work Plan

1.  Leadership
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Mission and Vision Statements
As part of your strategic plan, your coalition should develop a vision and mission statement so 

that coalition and community members understand the value of the coalition and its goals.  

Vision
The vision is the starting point for collaboration. It should be a detailed description of the 

coalition’s desired future. To develop the coalition’s vision, begin at the end—where you want 

to be in the future. Try to think creatively and in new directions.  The vision should:

 

     emerging needs and issues. 

     and promote member commitment.

Mission
The mission statement is the coalition’s starting point for action and defines its unique

purpose. The mission statement should make explicit what the coalition will accomplish, 

where it will accomplish it, and for whom. Mission statements must be simple and clear 

and account for the coalition’s strengths, resources, opportunities, and needs. All coalition 

members should commit to the mission statement. To ensure a statement’s relevance, 

members should revisit and review it from time to time. Points to consider when developing 

a mission statement:

Example:  “We envision a Travis County where all individuals are safe 
from vaccine-preventable diseases”

Example:  “To provide a collaboration of public and private 
agencies, committed to the systematic eradication of  

vaccine-preventable diseases.”
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Infrastructure
A coalition’s strategic plan can also describe steps to building its infrastructure, which 

includes fund development, by-laws, job descriptions, and a board of directors.

Plan to Obtain Funding
One of the first steps in devising a fundraising plan is to know and be able to articulate the 

mission of your coalition. The mission is what often determines whether funders will support 

your coalition. Funders must believe in the coalition itself. Before setting out to raise money, 

each coalition must think through the rationale for its appeal and put it in writing.  Consider 

the following questions:

 

 

Other considerations include:

 

     potential funders. 

 

     fee for services).

Set of By-Laws
Bylaws are the ground rules for the operation of the coalition. They should state the name 

of the coalition, its mission, the composition of board, committees, meeting rules, etc. For 

assistance in writing your by-laws, refer to Tool 1: Guide to Writing By-Laws and Tool 2:  

Template for By-Laws.

Job Descriptions
Jobs should be described in writing for officers, committee chairs, and other prominent 

positions so that roles and responsibilities are clearly defined. To see some examples, go 

to Tool 3: Sample Job Descriptions.
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Board of Directors
The board of directors has the responsibility to see that the coalition is carrying out its 

mission, to secure the resources for the coalition to meet its mission, and to be its 

strongest advocates. As the coalition’s stewards, board members have the duty and 

power to direct the operations of the organization. They are governors, not managers, 

who are responsible for fiduciary oversight.  

Board members can be members of the coalition itself, but it is not required (unless stated 

in bylaws). It is not advisable to appoint all coalition members to the board because  

decision-making can be hindered if the group is too large. The board should be a smaller 

group and meet independently of the full coalition.  

Incorporating and Becoming Your Own Nonprofit 501(c)(3)
Incorporation, becoming an “Inc.,” is the forming of a new legal entity that is effectively 

recognized as a person under the law. A corporation may be a business, a nonprofit 

organization, sports club, or a government of a new city or town. Nonprofit incorporation is 

similar to creating a regular corporation except that a nonprofit must take the extra steps of 

applying for tax-exempt status with the state in which it incorporates and with the IRS. 

Many coalitions get started under the umbrella of another organization, for instance the 

health department or another nonprofit.  This is a good way to incubate a fledgling  

coalition.  Under most circumstances, it is beneficial for coalitions to eventually move to in-

corporation because this allows them to employ staff, increase fundraising, and have more 

latitude in developing effective projects. However, there are alternatives to incorporating. 

These include partnering with an existing nonprofit organization, acting under the umbrella 

of an existing, usually larger nonprofit organization, establishing an informal association, 

or finding a fiscal sponsor. These alternatives may achieve your objectives more quickly or 

efficiently, resulting in the best benefit for your mission and target audience.

Advantages of incorporating:

Question: Should I incorporate?
Answer: Yes! (But maybe not yet.)
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Disadvantages of incorporating:

 

     federal and state reporting requirements.

 

     nonprofit and be diverted from the work of the coalition.

When considering whether to incorporate, review Tool 4: Checklist to Become a 501 (c)(3) 

Nonprofit Organization. You should also seek legal advice to ensure that your coalition is com-

plying with all state and federal reglations.

Identifying Priorities and SWOT Analysis
One of the most important parts of the strategic plan is identifying priorities. You may want 

to use Tool 5: Worksheet for Choosing Priorities to identify your coalition’s priorities. Or, your 

coalition may want to use a facilitator to lead a SWOT analysis. A SWOT Analysis is a useful 

technique for understanding your Strengths and Weaknesses, and for identifying both the 

Opportunities open to you and the Threats you face.

What makes SWOT particularly powerful is that, with little effort, it can help you uncover 

opportunities that your coalition can explore. By understanding the weaknesses of your 

coalition, members can manage and eliminate threats that might otherwise derail your efforts. 

By examining your coalition using the SWOT framework, members can get a great start on their 

strategic thinking and planning.  

Refer to Tool 6: How to Do a SWOT Analysis for more detailed instructions.

Creating and Using Action Plans
The next step after forming your priorities and conducting a SWOT analysis is action planning. 

Action plans can be helpful to your coalition as members plan and implement events. 

The action plan:

 

     committees to get the job done (See Tool 6:  Template for Action Plan).
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Example for Action Plan

Goal 1. Function as an umbrella organization for local immunization stakeholders and partners
WHAT? HOW? WHEN? WHO?
Objective Activities Evaluation Timeline Responsiblity
1.1 By December 2012, compose a 

diverse governing board of seven 

individuals, who have final decision-

making authority on coalition matters.

Develop a board recruitment and  

nomination process.

Write job descriptions, develop committee 

structure, and board member commitment 

pledge.

Compile a list of potential members, both 

internal and external to the coalition.

Draft invitation letters, compile coalition 

orientation packets, and schedule meetings 

to recruit participants.

Record of board 

recruitment process 

and planning 

documents on file.

Record of final board 

roster with seven 

directors on file.

December 

2012

Coalition  

coordinator

Coalition  

members

Internal/external 

stakeholders and 

partners

1. 2. By March 2013, develop 

coalition by-laws which set forth 

the structure and operations of the 

coalition.

-

zations for reference.

Charge coalition coordinator and a member 

of the board of directors to draft bylaws, 

based upon examples.

Introduce each section to coalition  

membership to achieve consensus.

Notes from coali-

tion meetings and 

consensus process.

Record of final 

by-laws on file

March 2013 Coalition  

coordinator

Coalition  

members

1.3. By August 2013, develop the 

organizational capacity to provide 

a solid network for local immuniza-

tion stakeholders and partners, by 

increasing membership by 25%.

Review existing roster and identify non-

participatory members.  Assign coalition 

members to contact members and identify 

reasons for lack of participation.

Conduct a membership gap analysis, in order 

to identify new members.

Institute a buddy program for member 

recruitment.

Membership in-

creases by 25% from 

established baseline.

Identification of 

viable members and 

reasons for non-

participation on file.

Record of new 

member recruitment 

process and final 

membership roster

August 2013 Coalition  

coordinator

Coalition  

members

Internal/external  

stakeholders and 

partners
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Program Evaluation
Your coalition has identified priorities and developed a plan of action. Now, it’s time to 

develop an evaluation plan. Program evaluation is important because it records the 

coalition’s history and keeps track of its accomplishments and successes. Evaluation can 

help members stay engaged and help the coalition attract funders and secure financial 

support. Tracking and acknowledging the coalition’s progress and benefits can encourage 

productive meetings. 

The following activities break down the evaluation process into easily achievable steps. 

Coalition members and/or outside consultants should follow the steps sequentially to obtain 

valuable perspective.

An effective evaluation plan for an immunization coalition may include:

Kinds of data that an immunization coalition might collect include:

Create a process for informing coalition members and other stakeholders about progress on 

evaluation and goals. Your coalition may:

Every effort must be made to keep all coalition members informed of the coalition’s activities 

and accomplishments. Coalition members must be able to look back on particular challenges 

and reflect on successes. Because many outcomes for immunization coalitions will occur 

after several months or years, members can look to process metrics as evidence that 

valuable work is being accomplished.

Emailing meeting minutes or handing out copies at coalition meetings can help demonstrate 

to members that meetings have been productive and that they have clearly defined  

objectives. A secretary who assumes responsibility for keeping minutes is also critical to a 

coalition’s success. This task can be simplified by adopting a helpful format for organizing 

the minutes. The following template for Coalition Meeting Minutes (Tool 8) has obvious 

benefits because it not only captures essential discussion but also clearly defines action 

items for future activities.  
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Tracking Processes
The goal of process evaluation is to show whether actions are being implemented as intended 

allows improvements to be made mid-course so that long-term outcomes can be reached as 

close to the original timeline as possible.  

Other useful process measures include:

Tracking Outcomes
Outcome evaluation shows whether the goals of the immunization coalition have been reached, 

such as “Increased knowledge among community members” or “Increased number of people 

with HPV vaccination” or “Number of bills passed into law.”

Refer to Tool 9: Evaluation Plan.  See “Evaluation” column on “Example for Action Plan” for 

examples of process and outcome measures.

Coalition Meeting Minutes
September 1, 2012
Members present: Lisa, Anna, Nidhi, Jason, Linnea, Jude, etc.
Members absent: Max, Blaise, Sarah, Etc.
Agenda Item Discussion Summary Action 

Completed
Further Action 
Required

Schedule routine time and 

place for meetings

A decision was made to meet on the 2nd 

Tuesday of every month at 4 p.m. at the  

Mexican American Cultural Center

Yes No

Increase membership

Assigned members specific organizations  

for follow-up

No Members will email Jack 

results of membership recruit-

ment and appropriate contact 

information at next meeting

Improve, update, and main-

tain website

-

mittee. Anna, Jason volunteered to serve on 

committee. Committee meeting (conference 

call) scheduled for Sept. 16.

No

call information to committee 

members, bring Action Plan to 

next meeting to share.

Example for Coalition Meeting Minutes 
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Leadership
A coalition must quickly decide on the leadership structure for the group. If the coalition is not yet in-

corporated, most coalitions designate a lead agency and maintain a shared leadership structure. Partner 

agencies assist the lead agency by taking on supportive roles.

Responsibilities and strategies of the leadership include:

 

     and encourage consensus. 

Coordinating and Holding Effective Meetings
It is best to hold meetings in a neutral location on a date and at a time convenient to as many 

stakeholders as possible. At all meetings, request current members to sign in and collect information 

from new members that includes name, title or role, name of organization, email address and 

phone number.

Use Tool 10: Coalition Meeting Check-Up at your next meeting to assess how well your meetings are run. 

Pass the individual sheets out to each person at the meeting, and ask members to check “agree” or 

“disagree.” Then, collect sheets and first tally “agrees” and “disagrees” on each sheet. If more “agrees” 

on an individual sheet are checked, then that sheet will count toward “well-run” meetings. If more 

“disagrees” are checked, then that sheet counts as “meetings need to be improved.” The final step is to 

tally count the sheets in each pile and discuss.

Meeting Structure: DOs and DON’Ts:
DO set an agenda and stick to it.

DO start and stop the meeting on time.
DO keep it engaging, civil and productive. Make it fun (or at 

least not unpleasant).  

DON’T have a meeting just to have a meeting.
DON’T take up valuable meeting time with long discussions—

form a committee to discuss a topic and report back.
DON’T be late sending out board minutes and to do lists.
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Recruiting Diverse Members
Recruiting and diversifying membership can be challenging for immunization coalitions. The  

following tools can assist your coalition in identifying the types of organizations that are  

missing from your coalition meetings and help your coalition attract new members.

To identify the types of organizations that are missing from your coalition, apply the Coalition 

Membership Gap Analysis (Tool 11). To identify new organizational partners based upon their 

accomplishments, contributions, and interests, consider using the Potential Member Grid (Tool 12). 

To begin recruiting, use the Buddy Program for Member Recruitment (Tool 13).

Sustaining Active Participation
Empowering coalition members to take leadership roles and to participate in coalition activities can 

also be a major challenge.  Many coalitions put themselves at risk by too heavily depending on a 

small core of active members and only one dynamic leader.  

To better retain members, try these strategies:

  – Education opportunities

  – Projects

Model Commitment Letter (Tool 14).

 

     future announcements and invitations.

Refer to these tools for effectively engaging members and stakeholders:

Stages of Team Building (Tool 15).

 Am I a Highly Functioning Coalition Member? (Tool 16).

Defining Roles and Responsibilities of Group Members
Coalitions need to make sure members know what’s expected of them and that members realize they 

are doing important and valuable work. To help your coalition define some roles and responsibilities 

for members, revisit Tool 3 and consider:

 

     and decisions .
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SECTION III: DEVELOPING A MEDIA 
AND COMMUNICATIONS PLAN
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After hearing from many coalitions that there is a need for more information about how to implement 

strategic communications initiatives, The Immunization Partnership developed a toolkit that offers 

best practices in media relations, social media and other aspects of public relations.  

Media relations provides a unique opportunity for coalitions to improve immunization rates. Through 

mass media, coalitions can inform the public about critical immunization issues and encourage them 

to take action. As your coalition works to improve immunization rates and institute polices that 

benefit the community at large, it’s essential to establish working relationships with the local news 

and health reporters. Having reporters who understand the immunization issues in your community 

will work to your advantage when garnering coverage to increase awareness about your coalition, 

its efforts, and how it is working to overcome local challenges. Here we outline some of the steps 

involved for developing a media and communications plan:    

 1) Identify strategic goals that support your coalition’s mission and purpose.
     describe what you hope to accomplish in the long term.  

 2) Consider all audiences that you might contact, attempt to influence, or serve. For 

     instance, if your coalition is committed to increasing adolescent immunization rates,  

     consider events and outlets that target this audience. To identify your target audiences,  

     ask yourself:

 3) Develop key messages to be communicated to your target audiences throughout  
     your program and on a consistent basis. Noteworthy messages should:

 

      to take.

 4) Identify communication objectives—the results you want to achieve for each 

       audience. These benchmarks are attached to a timeframe and are measurable. For 

     example, “By August, promote and host a back-to-school immunization fair for at least 100  

     families.”

 5) Identify which media outlets reach your primary audiences. Media outlets include 

     radio stations with news departments, television news stations, newspapers, and 

     magazines that are read or viewed by your constituents. The quantity of media outlets is  
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     not the goal;  it is more effective that the selected media outlets reach your target  

     audiences. Here are some steps to take:

      publications, magazines, news stations and radio stations. Also include   

      organization newsletters and blogs.

      the broadcast and print media cover will give you insight into how to propose   

      stories about your coalition.

 

      relevant journalists. Identify and use the most appropriate publication or news  

      station, given your target audience.

 6) Choose the tools and techniques to disseminate your story. Media relations tools 

     can include a pitch, media advisory, calendar release, news release, fact sheet, media kit 

     or a public service announcement (PSA). Regardless of which method, it is important to  

     incorporate the following:

 7) Identify a couple of people who are the face and voice of the organization. These 

     are individuals who can be positioned as expert sources on immunizations and who can be  

     called upon for interviews. 

 8) Identify community partners that share similar immunization promotion objectives.  

     Before agreeing to commit to a partnership:

 

      is mutually beneficial and that BOTH parties will gain from the partnership.

 

      your plan.

 9) Create a calendar, which outlines what activities need to be accomplished and by 

     when.

 10) Monitor and evaluate the impact of your efforts. Evaluation is the only way to 

     determine what aspects of your communication plan are working and how efforts can be 

     improved for future communication planning.

For detailed instructions on how to implement your plan and 
 the complete Media Toolkit for Coalitions: A Booster Dose of  

Communication Strategies, visit: www.immunizeUSA.org
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SECTION IV: ADVOCATING FOR POLICY  
OR SYSTEMS CHANGE
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Because all coalition members can advocate for issues dear to them on their own personal time, 

coalitions can and should empower their members and other stakeholders to be advocates. “Much 

of the social change in America had its origin in the nonprofit sector.  Nonprofit lobbying is the right 

thing to do. It is about empowering individuals to make their collective voices heard on a wide range 

of human concerns.” 

to pass (or defeat) legislation. While coalitions are permitted to lobby, there are some very specific 

rules related to activities meant to influence laws depending on the nonprofit status of the  

organization. There might also be restrictions, on the ability to lobby, imposed on individual members 

of the coalition if they work with governmental entities. Please consult your legal counsel,  

individual employers and the laws in your state to ensure compliance with all these regulations.   

Getting Started
Before launching a grassroots campaign, consider the following:

     will be most effective.  

Begin Advocacy during the Interim

round. In fact, the interim—the time between legislative sessions—is the best time for immuniza-

tion coalitions to develop their grassroots advocacy programs.  

Make Sure your Story is Heard
Immunization coalitions and their stakeholders need to demonstrate their value and tell their story. 

need to knock on their door and continue to educate them. If we don’t tell them how 

immunization-related legislation will impact our communities, they may never know.

Take advantage of existing relationships to get your message out. Immunization stakeholders can 

build relationships over time with the chambers, mayors, councils, and county commissioners. It’s all 

grassroots, and it’s all based on relationships.

Nonprofits are legally allowed to lobby.
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Texas is full of diverse communities, and while some legislative actions affect everyone, 

most are more local. Try to keep your messaging on a local level and address the local im-

pacts of state-or federal-level legislation.

Make an Action Plan for Advocacy
An action plan for advocacy includes what groups and individuals to target, what the key 

messages would be based on audience, what tools would be used, and who would present 

to each group to get the most impact. The action plan should also include timelines and 

responsible parties. The action plan should also make time to celebrate wins and share 

ideas that work. Also, note explicit requests that the coalition will make to community 

advocates. For example, stakeholders can take specific actions such as writing their state 

senators. The coalition can provide templates for the letters.

Keep your message simple and focused.
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Numerous credible strategies have been recommended via evidence-based research and sci-

ence to improve vaccination coverage rates across the lifespan. This section summarizes 

a selection of the best practices promoted nationally by the Centers for Disease Control and 

data gathered through stakeholder meetings and a statewide survey conducted by The 

Immunization Partnership, in collaboration with the Texas Department of State Health Services. 

If implemented, many of the best practices outlined below have the potential to result in

changes in policies and practices that can improve and sustain immunization rates. It is 

important to consider the implementation of these practices both independently and in 

combination. A single intervention might not address multiple problems contributing to low im-

munization coverage rates. 

1. Increase Community Demand for Vaccinations
Increase outreach and education to those skeptical about vaccines. Although most 

people accept routine vaccination recommendations, there is a growing minority who are

vaccine-hesitant and either delay vaccination or refuse vaccination entirely. Many question 

the safety of vaccines or the need for vaccinations in general, given that many vaccine-

preventable diseases are no longer prevalent in the United States. A survey of Texas 

stakeholders revealed that 91% of respondents believe that “misinformation or lack of 

knowledge about vaccines” is a “somewhat” or “very important” barrier to increasing 

immunization rates. 

Reinforce the need for age-appropriate immunizations across the lifespan. At any age, 

the immunization schedule can be difficult to remember and it is challenge for patients to stay 

up to date. In order to better inform and influence communities about vaccinations, broaden 

promotion by sharing information in both healthcare and non-healthcare settings. Work 

collaboratively in medical and public health settings to reinforce the importance of 

preventive care and to ensure that immunization education is provided in a timely manner,  

during the delivery of care. Non-healthcare settings like schools, parent-teacher associations, 

businesses, civic leaders, and other special interest groups can also be used to disseminate 

educational resources and provide referral sources on where individuals can access free or  

low-cost immunizations.  

A single intervention might not address multiple problems contributing to low 
immunization coverage rates. Some circumstances coud warrant two or more 

interventions simultaneously.
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Employ strategies that reassure vaccine-hesitant parents. When addressing concerns 

among vaccine-hesitant parents, it is critical to respond in a customer-focused manner. 

Many models encourage providers to validate patient concerns in a respectful and sensitive 

manner when questions are raised. Another strategy is to illustrate the impact of non-vacci-

nation by using emotional, personalized stories of those who have been affected by vaccine-

preventable diseases. These stories demonstrate that vaccine benefits outweigh risks. The 

media can also be a powerful advocate when promoting immunizations. Both traditional 

(public service announcements, media alerts etc.) and non-traditional media (social media) 

are beneficial approaches to dispel vaccine concerns and misconceptions.

2. Enhance Access to Vaccination Services
Reduce costs and increase reimbursements for vaccines. Vaccines are expensive—

providers must not only purchase vaccines, they must pay for the cost of storage and admin-

istration. Often, insurance company reimbursements do not fully cover these costs which can 

hinder access. Immunization stakeholders in Texas believe that “issues related to vaccine 

cost or reimbursement” are a significant barrier to increasing immunization rates, noting 

low insurance reimbursements, storage, and administration costs as top concerns. Some 

options for reducing costs include negotiating reimbursements for both vaccine purchase 

and storage, standardizing reimbursement rates, or adding profits for providers who conduct 

immunization services.

Increase participation in the Vaccines for Children (VFC) program. The VFC program 

is an entitlement program that provides all ACIP-recommended vaccinations to VFC eligible 

children through 18 years of age, at no cost. Conducting outreach to providers who serve 

VFC-eligible children and encouraging them to participate in the program has the potential 

to increase access to uninsured and underinsured individuals.  

Expand access to vaccines in all healthcare and non-healthcare settings. Efficient 

immunization service delivery reduces barriers to care by ensuring that services are avail-

able on a routine basis and at convenient times and locations. In order to more effectively 

New 4-step Framework for Communicating Science:  
Making the CASE for Vaccines 

(Alison Singer, President of Autism Science Foundation)
Corroborate: Acknowledge the parents’ concern and find some 

point on which you can agree.
About Me: Describe what you have done to build your knowledge 

base and expertise.
Science: Describe what the science says.

Explain/Advise: Give advice to the patient, based on the science.
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reach communities, many providers have expanded the hours that vaccines are offered to 

include weekend, evening, and “walk-in” appointments. Furthermore, broadening the pool 

of providers who can administer vaccines to include alternative providers has the potential 

to increase access. For instance, collaborations with obstetrician/gynecologists and phar-

macists, as well as agencies that serve high-risk adult patients, including STD clinics and 

violence prevention programs are possible options. Finally, incorporating vaccination into 

everyday settings like workplaces, churches, and community centers can reduce the effort 

needed for communities to access vaccines.  

3. Implement Provider-Based Interventions
Promote provider education. Healthcare providers have the power to influence a person’s 

beliefs about vaccine safety, and his/her decision to vaccinate. Encourage ongoing education 

among providers about resources, such as VFC, and ensure that providers are knowledgeable 

about new and existing recommendations for children, adolescents, and adults, as well as 

communication strategies for communicating the risks and benefits of vacccines.  

Utilize reminder / recall systems. Reminder/recall interventions involve reminding 

patients that immunizations are due (reminders) or late (recall). When used consistently, this 

strategy can vastly improve immunization rates. Texas’s state Immunization Information  

System, ImmTrac, can help track immunizations and providers can issue reminders via mail 

or phone.  

 

Utilize Immunization Information Systems (IIS) to improve the delivery of immuniza-
tion services. Immunization Information Systems (IIS) help parents, providers, and health 

plans keep track of vaccination histories by combining immunization information into one 

reliable source. These confidential, computerized systems improve access to immunization 

status, save money by ensuring individuals get only the vaccines they need, and improve 

efficiency in reviewing records.

Link Immunization Information Systems to health information technology. As more 

providers and health systems utilize electronic medical records (EMRs), it is important 

that they also work to link these records with immunization and public health systems. A 

link between systems will integrate data more efficiently, reduce redundancies, improve 

The Immunization Partnership’s Immunization Champions project uses 
college students to implement a recall system, using ImmTrac. The success 

of the project is evidenced by increases seen in immunization coverage 
rates at the participating clinics. Rates at individual clinics have increased 

between 15% and 1,233%. 
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documentation processes, save administrative time, and offer greater continuity of care. Texas 

stakeholders say that having “improved data sharing between the new system, local registries, 

and school health record systems” is “very important” to them.

Improve vaccination rates and promote vaccination requirements for healthcare 
providers.  Healthcare workers are not only at greater risk for contracting vaccine-preventable 

diseases, they are also at risk for spreading diseases to patients. Therefore, healthcare worker 

vaccination both protects the employee and promotes patient safety. Despite evidence that 

healthcare worker vaccination reduces morbidity and mortality among patients, voluntary immu-

nization rates remain inconsistent and often low. In Texas, immunization rates among healthcare 

workers ranges from 40 to 90 percent.   

A survey conducted by The Immunization Partnership showed that reasons healthcare workers 

didn’t get vaccinated against the flu included a belief that the flu vaccine is unsafe or doesn’t 

work, a belief that they are not at risk, a fear of needles, inconvenience, apathy, and a belief 

that the flu vaccine causes the flu. Strategies for improving vaccination among healthcare 

workers include: 

   Making vaccinations convenient by removing both administrative and 

     financial barriers to vaccinations.

   Educating healthcare workers about the benefits of vaccination, disease 

     processes and transmission, and the potential implications of declining vaccinations.

   Instituting mandatory vaccination/declination policies.
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General Immunization
Adult/Adolescent Immunization Program: http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/adult.shtm

ImmTrac: Immunization Information System for Texas:   

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/immtrac/default.shtm  

Influenza: http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/flu.shtm

Information for Healthcare Providers: http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/providers.shtm

Information for Parents and Consumers: http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/public.shtm

formulated to increase partnership across the state to raise vaccine coverage levels and 

improve immunization practices for all Texans.   

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/partners/default.shtm 

Texas Vaccines for Children Program: The Vaccines for Children Program is a federal 

entitlement program that provides all ACIP recommended vaccinations to uninsured and 

underinsured children (0-18 years of age) at no cost.  

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/tvfc/default.shtm

Vaccine Management: http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/vac_manage.shtm 

Vaccine Safety: http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/safety/vac_safety.shtm 

Immunization Campaigns
 

http://preventpertussis.org/ 

Protect Two from the Flu: Flu vaccines for pregnant women.  http://protect2.org/

Vaccines Aren’t Just for Kids: Importance of vaccines at any age, types of vaccines adults 

need, and vaccine safety.  http://www.vaccinesforeveryone.com/

ImmTrac for Everyone: Benefits of using ImmTrac to track vaccines and how to register with 

ImmTrac.  http://immtracforeveryone.com/en/welcome 

Other DSHS-developed media campaigns and public service announcements: 

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/campaign3.shtm

DSHS RESOURCES
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Immunization Education and Materials

educational brochures, posters, and forms available to immunization stakeholders for 

free or at low cost.  Materials can be ordered through the following site:  

https://secure.immunizetexasorderform.com/default.asp 

Texas Vaccine Education Online.  Texas Vaccine Education Online provides short online 

courses on topics related to vaccines, including Texas Vaccines for Children (TVFC), ImmTrac, 

vaccine-preventable diseases, vaccine administration, and strategies to raise coverage 

levels. Each course is designed for a specific audience, such as health care providers, school 

personnel, parents, and local health departments. These courses are free.   

http://www.vaccineeducationonline.org/

Immunization Requirements
College Vaccine Requirements: Secure information on MCV4 vaccine requirements for  

college students entering an institution of higher education.   

http://collegevaccinerequirements.com/ 

School and Childcare Facility Requirements:  Information on requirements for schools and 

childcare facilities, including educational materials, and alerts.  

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/school/default.shtm 
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Advocacy and Public Policy
Bolder Advocacy:  http://bolderadvocacy.org/.  Search this robust and free collection of 

how-to’s, fact sheets, and reports that help nonprofits stay up-to-date on advocacy. Connect 

with a coach for one-on-one technical assistance and trainings. The site provides examples 

of how nonprofits have used advocacy to advance their causes, and promotes tools that help 

nonprofits measure and develop the ability to advocate and evaluate accomplishments.

http://www.clpi.org/. 

voter engagement are not only legal for charitable nonprofits, they are essential if you want 

advocacy work.

Coalition Building (General)
Butterfoss, Frances Dunn.  2007. Coalitions and Partnerships in Community Health, Jossy-

Bass:  San Francisco, Calif. This book is a one-stop shop for the tools needed to be 

successful in collaborative work. It includes research- and practice-based approaches to 

the work of building, sustaining, and evaluating community coalitions.

CoalitionsWork:  http://coalitionswork.com/.  This for-profit company helps coalitions and 

partnerships reach their potential to be a force for positive change in the health of their 

communities through collaborative research, education, and consultation with organizations, 

partnerships and coalitions.

Developing Effective Coalitions: An Eight Step Guide. Prevention Institute. Available:  

http://www.preventioninstitute.org/component/jlibrary/article/id-104/127.html.  June 2012.

Sherow, Sheila and J. Weinberger. 2002.  Planning for Change, A Coalition Building 

Technical Assistance System: Coalition Building Basics.  Available:  

http://www.c-pal.net/pdf/coalition_building.pdf.  June 2012.  This brief report describes 

how to start and organize a coalition, strategic planning, and group management techniques.

The Tension of Turf: Making it Work for the Coalition. Prevention Institute.  

 Available:  June 2012. This paper offers solutions for one of the hardest issues 

faced in collaborating: turf struggle.

Fundraising
Fund Raising Realities Every Board Member Must Face: A 1-Hour 

Crash Course on Raising Major Gifts for Nonprofit Organizations, Medfield, Mass.: Emerson 

GENERAL RESOURCES
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Starting and Incorporating a Nonprofit
Starting a Nonprofit in Central Texas: A Resource 

Guide. Available: http://mclennannonprofits.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/01/Starting-a-

Nonprofit-in-Central-Texas.pdf. June 2012. Provides instructions and tools on how to start a 

nonprofit and how to incorporate a nonprofit.

Strategic Planning
The Strategic Planning Workbook

Philadelphia, Penn. This book presents strategic planning as a way to make practical 

decisions and offers a guide to progress through its key stages of strategic planning.

Olsen, Erica. 2007. Strategic Planning for Dummies, Wiley Publishing: Indianapolis, Ind. This 

book offers great information and instruction for facilitating and developing a strategic plan.

Media and Communications
The Immunization Partnership. 2012. Media Toolkit for Coalitions: A Booster Dose of 

Communication Strategies, Austin, Texas. Available:  www.immunizeUSA.org. June 2012. 

Provides basic strategies for engaging the media and a strong foundation in communications 

and messaging. Use this toolkit to find more effective ways of advancing your coalition’s 

activities and efforts, communicating to donor agencies, building partnerships, 

developing educational mediums for parents/community members, and promoting 

immunizations through key messaging.

Opel, D.J., et al. “Social Marketing as a Strategy to Increase Immunization Rates,” 

Archives of Pediatrics and Adolescent Medicine, Volume 163 (No. 5) May 2009, pp 432-432.

Available: http://archpedi.ama-assn.org/cgi/reprint/163/5/432. December 2011.

http://nonprofitorgs.wordpress.com/2011/06/27/five-ways-to-grow-your-nonprofits-face-

book-fan-base/. June 2012. 

“24 Best Practices for Nonprofits Using Twitter.” Socialbrite: Social Strategies for  

Nonprofits. October 2011. Available:

http://www.socialbrite.org/2011/10/03/24-best-practices-for-nonprofits-using-twitter/ 

Vaccination and Public Health
Advisory Committee on Immunization Practices (ACIP): http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/recs/

ACIP/.The ACIP develops written recommendations for the routine administration of 

vaccines to children and adults in the civilian population; recommendations include age for 

vaccine administration number of doses and dosing interval, and precautions and 

contraindications. The ACIP is the only entity in the federal government that makes such 

recommendations.
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American Academy of Pediatrics:  http://www2.aap.org/immunization/.  Immunizations 

are one of the many strategic priorities for the American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP). AAP 

chapters offer a variety of immunization-related programs and participate in several 

immunization campaigns each year.  

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Vaccines and Immunizations:   

http://www.cdc.gov/vaccines/. Vaccine-preventable disease levels are at or near record 

lows. However, we cannot take high immunization coverage levels for granted. To continue 

to protect America’s children and adults, we must obtain maximum immunization coverage 

in all populations, establish effective partnerships, conduct reliable scientific research, 

implement immunization systems, and ensure vaccine safety.

Center for Vaccines Awareness and Research, Texas Children’s Hospital:

http://www.texaschildrens.org/vaccine/. The Center for Vaccine Awareness and 

Research provides a valuable resource for understanding the increasingly complex issues

of vaccination. It draws upon the expertise of specialists who combine expanded knowledge 

of approved vaccines with in-depth understanding of infectious diseases, primary care and 

adolescent medicine.

Every Child By Two: http://www.ecbt.org/

partners nationwide to educate those who effect policy decisions regarding immunizations 

and to seek funding for state immunization programs who are responsible for the delivery 

of vaccines to the uninsured and underinsured children of this nation.

Immunization Action Coalition: http://www.immunize.org. The Immunization Action 

Coalition works to increase immunization rates and prevent the spread of disease by 

creating and distributing educational materials for health care professionals and the public. 

Immunize.org features a vast library of influenza-specific resources.

The Immunization Partnership:  http://www.immunizeUSA.org/.  The mission of The 

Immunization Partnership is to eradicate vaccine-preventable diseases by educating the 

community, advocating evidence-based public policy and promoting immunization best 

practices.

National Network for Immunization Information (NNii): http://www.immunizationinfo.org/. 

NNii provides comprehensive resources on a variety of vaccines and the diseases they 

prevent. NNii is affiliated with several organizations committed to improving public health.
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PKIDs (Parents of Kids with Infectious Diseases):  http://www.pkids.org/. The mission of 

PKIDs is to educate the public about infectious diseases, the methods of prevention and 

transmission, the latest advances in medicine, and the elimination of social stigma borne 

by the infected; and to assist the families of the children living with hepatitis, HIV/AIDS, or 

other chronic, viral infectious diseases with emotional, financial and informational support.  

Texas Department of State Health Services, Immunization Branch:   

http://www.dshs.state.tx.us/immunize/. The home page for the Texas Immunization 

Program: a one-stop shop for immunization and vaccine information for Texas residents.

Vaccinate Your Baby: http://www.vaccinateyourbaby.org/. ECBT’s Vaccinate Your Baby 

campaign was launched to urge parents to immunize their babies from vaccine preventable 

disease and address misinformation about vaccines that causes confusion among parents 

and puts children at risk. The campaign’s new website is a comprehensive resource for 

parents who want to get the facts about childhood immunization.

Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System: http://vaers.hhs.gov/index. The Vaccine Adverse 

Event Reporting System is a cooperative program for vaccine safety of the Centers for 

Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA). VAERS is 

a post-marketing safety surveillance program, collecting information about adverse events 

(possible side effects) that occur after the administration of US licensed vaccines. 

The Vaccine Education Center at The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia:  

http://www.chop.edu/service/vaccine-education-center/home.html. The Vaccine Education 

Center at The Children’s Hospital of Philadelphia provides parents with complete, up-to-date 

and reliable information about vaccines. The Center’s goal is to dispel common 

misconceptions and misinformation about childhood vaccines, explain how and why 

vaccines work, address safety issues and reinforce why vaccines are still necessary.
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TOOL 1.  GUIDE TO WRITING BY-LAWS

Article I. Name of the coalition. 
The official name of the coalition is obvious. If other names are used to  refer to the  

coalition, mention that it is also known by these names. Name of the organization is  

usually indicated in bylaws with the words, “This organization shall be known as …” or 

“The official name of this organization is …” 

Article II. Mission or purpose of coalition. 
Clearly defining the purpose helps coalition to stay focused. Decide whether the primary 

purpose is service, social, political, or other. Decide whether coalition will focus on a single 

issue or set of issues, a geographic area, or specific population and include coalition’s  

vision and mission statements.

Article III. Goals of coalition.

Article IV. Membership. 
This explains the members’ rights and limitations. State any required fees, attendance 

requirements, and circumstances in which membership can be revoked. If honorary 

memberships are allowed, include particulars here.

Article V. Officers, Staff and duties.  
Governing structure: State who reports to whom in terms of the overall governing 

structure. Bylaws will explain that coordinator is hired and overseen by Steering Committee, 

for example, but will not detail to whom other staff members report or what their duties are 

– coordinator is responsible for  day-to-day coalition operations.  

Officers: Outline coalition’s officers, with correct titles, terms of office and required duties.                                                                                                                

Electing and vacating offices: If office is elected, describe succession of leadership, 

voting procedure and how officer is removed from office. If office is appointed, state who 

appoints.      

Work Groups: Describe standing work groups (ongoing), how special task groups (exist for 

duration of completing a specific task or project) will be formed, how work group chairs will 

be chosen, and how members will be appointed to those work groups.    

Decisions: State how decisions will be made and how many members and/or officers 

are required for quorum (number that must be present for official business to take place). 

Quorum can be percentage of total or paid membership, specified number, or “majority of 

members present at a regular meeting”.  

Handout adapted with permission by
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Dues:  If dues or fees are assessed, the means, rate and when this occurs are included here.                                                                                                        

Article VI. Meetings. 
Explain how often meetings will be held, i.e., whether coalition will meet regularly  

or only as needed. Bylaws should explain who has authority to call meetings, how notice 

of upcoming meetings must be given to members, and any special or annual meetings. The 

contents, due dates and responsibility for annual reports should also be covered here. 

Article VII. Steering Committee, Work Groups and Special Committees. 
Describe role of steering committee, number and type of members, terms of office, meeting 

times, quorum and how members will be appointed or selected. Name and describe Work 

Article VIII. Parliamentary Authority. 
Describe meeting procedures (i.e. use of Robert’s Rules of Order, prerogatives of the  

Chair, who gets floor, etc.) For most coalitions, an action agenda, modified parliamentary  

procedure, or consensus are offered as alternatives to Robert’s Rules.

Article IX. Dissolution Clause. 
State what happens to coalition’s property/money if it dissolves. 

Article X. Amending Bylaws. 
Describe rules concerning how bylaws are changed, procedure of changing and time  

requirement for notice. State who can propose amendments or call for complete revision of  

bylaws and vote requirement for amending/revising bylaws (usually by two-thirds vote). 

 

TOOL 2.  TEMPLATE FOR BY-LAWS

For a sample template for by-laws, please visit http://coalitionswork.com/

Handout adapted with permission by
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TOOL 3.  SAMPLE JOB DESCRIPTIONS 

COALITION CHAIR, Responsible to Coalition 
Job Description: 

    Coalition Coordinator 

    network and evaluate meeting) 

Time Commitment: 

    and major Coalition activities 

Qualifications: 

COALITION VICE-CHAIR, Responsible to Chair and Coalition 
Job Description: 

 

    responsibility or term 

Time Commitment: 

Handout adapted with permission by
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     and major Coalition activities 

Qualifications: 

COALITION SECRETARY-TREASURER, Responsible to Coalition Chair
Job Description:

 

      distribution

 

     in advance

     of meeting.

Time Commitment: 

WORK GROUP CHAIR, Responsible to Coalition Chair 
Job Description: 

     network/evaluate meeting). 

Handout adapted with permission by
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Time Commitment: 

Qualifications: 

Handout adapted with permission by
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TOOL 4.  CHECKLIST TO BECOME A 501(C)(3) NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

       Determine coalition’s purpose. Draft clear, concise written mission statement and goals. 

       Form Steering Committee or Executive Board. A leadership or Steering Committee can 

       translate ideas into practice through planning and fund-raising. 

       File articles of incorporation. For nonprofits that want to incorporate, requirements for 

       forming and operating a nonprofit corporation are governed by state law. Contact  

       secretary of state or state attorney general’s office. 

       Draft bylaws. Bylaws should be drafted and approved by coalition early in its development.      

       An attorney experienced in nonprofit law can review bylaws for appropriateness. 

       Develop strategic plan. The strategic planning process expresses a vision of coalition’s 

       potential. Outline steps needed to work toward that potential and determine staffing needed to  

       implement plan. Establish program and operational priorities for at least one year. 

       Develop budget and resource development plan. Financial oversight and resource 

       development (e.g., fundraising, earned income, membership) should be described in resource  

       development plan and budget. 

       Establish record-keeping system for the coalition’s official records. Corporate 

       documents, minutes, financial reports, and other official records must be saved for the life of  

       the coalition. 

       Establish accounting system
       system that meets current/future needs. Annual audits by an accountant (CPA) may be required. 

       File Internal Revenue Service (IRS) determination of federal tax exempt status. Non

       profit corporations with charitable, educational, scientific, religious, or cultural purposes have  

       tax exempt status under section 501(c)(3) or section 501(c)(4) of the Internal Revenue Code. To  

       apply, obtain application form 1023 and publication 557 (detailed instructions) from the local  

       IRS office.  The application is a legal document - an attorney can help prepare it. 

       File state and local tax exemptions. According to state, county, and municipal law, apply 

       for exemption from income, sales, and property taxes with appropriate revenue department. 

       Meet requirements of state, county, and municipal charitable solicitation laws. Many 

       states and local jurisdictions regulate organizations that solicit funds. Compliance involves  

       obtaining a license and filing an annual report/financial statement. Check with state attorney  

       general’s office, state department of commerce, state/local department of revenue, or county/ 

       city clerk’s office. 

       Obtain employer identification number from IRS 

       Register with state unemployment insurance bureau 

       Apply for nonprofit mailing permit from U.S. Postal Service 

       Obtain directors’ or officers’ liability insurance

Handout adapted with permission by
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TOOL 5: WORKSHEET FOR CHOOSING PRIORITIES

Handout adapted with permission by
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Handout adapted with permission by

TOOL 6: HOW TO DO A SWOT ANALYSIS

A SWOT analysis can be an important tool for developing your coalition’s strategic plan and priorities. It allows 

your coalition to reflect on elements that contribute to its success, as well as the problems or shortcomings 

that may be holding it back.

SWOT stands for Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats. 

Set up ground rules for your SWOT analysis:

 

     large sheets of paper, or a whiteboard so everyone can see. Make the notes available to all  

     members after the meeting

As you conduct the analysis, consider each of the following:

 

     membership, strong leadership, capacity of member organizations, history of successful events,  

     financial stability) that you want to leverage and grow

 

     engaging members, poor website, lack of infrastructure) that you may want to address or fix

 

     grant funding, possible partnerships, key relationships in the community)

 

       certain stakeholders not a part of the coalition, transition in leadership)

After completing your SWOT analysis, use it as a guide for creating elements of your strategic plan, and for 

outlining goals and priorities. As you move forward, be sure that your action plan focuses on your coalition’s 

opportunities, while also addressing any threats or weaknesses. 

Remember, threats can be reframed as opportunities in your strategic plan—improve a bad website or create 

a new one, recruit new members to enhance your connections to the community, or address funding needs by 

establishing new partnerships.

Content adapted from “How To Do A Nonprofit SWOT Analysis,” by Justin Klemsz. August 11, 2011. Available: http://blog.firespring.

com/2011/08/11/how-to-do-a-nonprofit-swot- analysis/. June 2012 and “Using SWOT Analysis for Strategic Planning, Nonprofit 

SOS,” by K. Cici. Available: http://nonprofitsos.blogspot.com/2008/10/using-swot-analysis-for-strategic.html. June 2012.
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TOOL 7. ACTION PLAN

Handout adapted with permission by
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TOOL 8. TEMPLATE FOR COALITION MEETING MINUTES

Handout adapted with permission by

Coalition Meeting Minutes
[data]

Members present:

Members absent:

Agenda Item Discussion Summary Action Completed Further Action Required

Yes No
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TOOL 9. TEMPLATE FOR EVALUATION PLAN
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1. Coalition members feel that our meetings are a good investment of their time.

2. We usually stay on track during our meetings.

3. Member participation is balanced during most of our meetings.

4. Our meetings are usually well facilitated.

5. Meetings almost always begin and end on time.

6. Members share responsibility to make sure our meetings are effective.

7. We consistently accomplish our meeting objectives.

8. We regularly take the time to evaluate what is or isn’t working in our meetings.

9. Our meetings are not interrupted (e.g. phones, people coming and going, etc.)

10. By meeting’s end, members are pleased by our accomplishments and are ready 

      to follow-up on action items. 

Agree         Disagree

Handout adapted with permission by

TOOL 10. COALITION MEETING CHECK-UP
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TOOL 11. COALITION MEMBERSHIP GAP ANALYSIS

1.  Update and access your roster of members 

2.  Decide what community sectors you intend to engage; you can modify this list: 
 a. Health/Medical 

 d. Religious/Faith-based 

 f. Recreational Organizations/Facilities 
 g. Nutrition/Food Services 
 h. Health Advocacy/Medical Issues 
 i. Professional/Trade Associations 

3.  For each sector, write the category on a flip chart sheet and mount them on the wall  
     of your meeting room. Define each sector and provide examples of organizations in  
     each category. 

4.  Produce name badges by printer (or on index cards) of the current member organizations  
     and deal them out to members in attendance at steering committee or general coalition    
     meeting. 

5.  At a signal, everyone gets up and quickly affixes their cards or name stickers to the  
     appropriate sheets. 

6.  All sit down and observe the results. The usual case is that some sheets are well  
     populated and others are empty or have only one or two organizations. 

7.  Either as a whole group or in small groups (if many members are present), brainstorm  
     potential organizations for the sparse categories. The phone book or list from the local  
     Chamber of Commerce/small business organizations can provide a start. Members should  
     articulate what role each organization will play in the coalition (i.e., Why they are valuable  

8.  Finally, members volunteer/are chosen to contact these organizations to start recruiting  
     the best representative. The coordinator may then follow up with membership information  
     about the coalition and face to face contact with each organization. This method works  
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TOOL 12. POTENTIAL MEMBER GRID

ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL
Activities and Accomplishments

Contributions (power, time, talent, resources)

Self-interests (personal and organizational gains)

Potential conflicts

ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL
Activities and Accomplishments

Contributions (power, time, talent, resources)

Self-interests (personal and organizational gains)

Potential conflicts

ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL
Activities and Accomplishments

Contributions (power, time, talent, resources)

Self-interests (personal and organizational gains)

Potential conflicts

ORGANIZATION OR INDIVIDUAL
Activities and Accomplishments

Contributions (power, time, talent, resources)

Self-interests (personal and organizational gains)

Potential conflicts
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TOOL 13. BUDDY PROGRAM FOR MEMBER RECRUITMENT

STEP 1:  Each time a new strategy is introduced, the Chair asks members to consider  

  the question, “Who is not at the table that might help us enact this strategy  

STEP 2:  For each identified organization, a member who has the best connection to  

  that organization is asked to begin the recruitment process and volunteer to  

  be the “buddy.” 

STEP 3:  The buddy contacts the prospective member and asks him or her to join  

  the coalition effort. The buddy encourages the recruit and answers any   

  immediate questions about participation or the coalition. Successful contact  

  information is forwarded to the Chair and Coalition Director. 

STEP 4:  The Director follows up with a phone call and sends an Orientation Packet  

  to the prospective member. The Packet contains the coalition brochure, 

  member roster, by-laws, minutes of the last general coalition and Work   

  and press coverage. 

STEP 5:   As soon as the buddy receives notice of the next coalition meeting, he/she  

  phones the recruit, makes sure that the notice was received and encourages  

  the new member to attend.  Transportation and other needs are attended to  

  as well. 

STEP 6:  At the meeting, the buddy greets the new member, helps acclimate him/ 

  her to the surroundings and meeting protocol and introduces the new  

  member to others. The new member is given an opportunity to introduce him  

  or herself to the group. A personal welcome and offer of assistance by the  

  chair occurs at some point during the meeting.
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TOOL 14. MODEL COMMITMENT LETTER: COALITION ORGANIZATIONS

Our organization, [name], is committed to be an active member of the [name] Coalition. We are committed to 

the vision, goals, objectives and strategies that have been and/or will be decided by the Coalition.  We are 

committed to the planning and collaboration that such coalitions undertake and understand that it will take 

time. We acknowledge the contributions and expectations of the other members of the Coalition. Benefits of 

membership include: newsletters, access to coalition website and its resources, educational events, connec-

tion to other members and priority populations, ______________________[specify others that apply] 

As general evidence of our commitment, we agree to do the following: 

     ____________ [specify exceptions, if appropriate] 

 

    websites and newsletters 

Specifically, our organization will commit the following resources to the coalition: 

    incentive items ______________________________ (Specify)

Name of Organization ______________________________________________________ 

Signature of Representative to Coalition ________________________________________ 

Date _______________________ 
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TOOL 15. STAGES OF TEAM BUILDING

STAGE I:  FORMING Why are we here? 

 
     challenged 
Tasks

STAGE II:  STORMING Can we work together? 

 

Tasks

STAGE III:  NORMING How will we work together? 

 

Tasks

STAGE IV:  PERFORMING How can we work smarter? 

Tasks

STAGE V:  MOURNING/RE-FORMING Should we continue? 

 
     turn over 
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TOOL 16. AM I A HIGHLY FUNCTIONING COALITION MEMBER?

1. I participate in determining the direction of the coalition.

2. I report coalition progress to my organization and share its concerns/idea with the coalition.

3. I am invested in developing ground rules for behavior in the coalition.

4. I candidly share interests/concerns and assure that others are invited to do the same.

5. I listen and try to understand the views of others.

6. I assist in strategic planning and prioritize goals and objectives into an action plan.

7. I help conduct a comprehensive community needs and asset assessment.

8. I help implement activities, including those that directly involve my organization.

9. I serve as a resource for developing program activities.

10. I represent the coalition at key meetings and events.

11. I am a coalition ambassador and promote its mission when and wherever possible.

12. I gather/relay appropriate information to coalition as a basis for decision-making.

13. I prepare for and attend meetings on a regular basis.

14. I help develop resources to sustain the coalition.

Yes               No
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